Abstract. We give an answer to a question posed in [2] , which can be loosely speaking formulated as follows. Consider a family of continuity equations where the velocity field is given by the convolution of the solution with a regular kernel. In the singular limit where the convolution kernel is replaced by a Dirac delta, one formally recovers a conservation law: can we rigorously justify this formal limit? We exhibit counterexamples showing that, despite numerical evidence suggesting a positive answer, one in general does not have convergence of the solutions. We also show that the answer is positive if we consider viscous perturbations of the nonlocal equations. In this case, in the singular local limit the solutions converge to the solution of the viscous conservation law.
Introduction and main results
We are concerned with the so-called nonlocal continuity equation (or nonlocal conservation law) ( 
1.1)
∂ t w + div [w b(w * η)] = 0.
In the previous expression, b : R → R d is a Lipschitz continuous vector field, w : R + × R d → R is the unknown and div denotes the divergence computed with respect to the space variable only. The symbol * denotes the convolution computed with respect to the space variable only and η is a convolution kernel satisfying
In recent years, conservation laws involving nonlocal terms have been extensively studied owing to their applications to models for sedimentation [3] , pedestrian [7] and vehicular [5] traffic, and others. We refer to the recent paper [5] for a more extended discussion and a more complete list of references.
Here we only mention that the basic idea underpinning the use of equations like (1.1) in traffic models is, very loosely speaking, the following. The unknown w represents the density of pedestrians or cars and b their velocity. The nonlocal term w * η appears since one postulates that pedestrians or drivers tune their velocity depending on the density of pedestrians or cars surrounding them.
In the present work we investigate a question posed by Amorim, R. Colombo and Teixeira in [2] . To precisely state the question, we consider the family of Cauchy problems (1.3) ∂ t u ε + div u ε b(u ε * η ε ) = 0 u ε (0, x) =ū(x), where b is as before a Lipschitz continuous vector field, ε is a positive parameter andū is a summable and bounded initial datum. Assume that the family of convolution kernels η ε is obtained from η by setting
in such a way that when ε → 0 + the family η ε converges weakly- * in the sense of measures to the Dirac delta. This implies that, when ε → 0 + , the Cauchy problem (1.3) formally reduces to a scalar conservation law (1.5) ∂ t u + div ub(u) = 0 u(0, x) =ū(x).
The by now classical theory by Kružkov [15] provides global existence and uniqueness results for socalled entropy admissible solutions. We refer to [11] for the definition and an extended discussion concerning entropy solution of conservation laws. The question posed in [2] can be formulated as follows.
Question 1. Can we rigorously justify the singular limit from (1.3) to (1.5)? In other words, does u ε converge to the entropy admissible u, in a suitable topology?
Some remarks are here in order. First, Question 1 is motivated by numerical experiments. Indeed, in [2, § 3.3 ] the authors exhibit numerical evidence suggesting that there should be convergence. Second, to the best of our knowledge, the only previous analytical result concerning Question 1 is due to Zumbrun [17] and states that the answer to Question 1 is positive provided that the limit entropy solution u is smooth and the convolution kernel is even, i.e. η(x) = η(−x) (see [17, Proposition 4.1] for a more precise statement). Third, even in the case d = 1, b(u ε ) = u ε , establishing weak compactness of the family {u ε } is not a priori sufficient to establish convergence. Indeed, one needs strong convergence (or some more refined argument) to pass to the limit in the nonlinear term u ε u ε * η ε . Fourth, similar questions show up when considering equations in transport form instead of in continuity form as in (1.3) and (1.5) (see for instance [4] ); the analysis in such a case shares some similarities with that in the present paper and we plan to address it in future work.
In this paper we exhibit explicit counter-examples showing that the answer to Question 1 is, in general, negative. Also, we show that the answer is positive if we add to the right hand side of the first line of both (1.3) and (1.5) a viscous term. As we explain below, this is relevant in connection with the numerical analysis of the singular limit from (1.3) to (1.5) .
We now describe our results more precisely. Our counter-examples can be summarized as follows:
• In § 5.1 we exhibit a counter-example showing that, in general, u ε does not converge to the entropy admissible solution u weakly in L p or weakly * in L ∞ . The example uses a family of even convolution kernels. See Lemma 5.1 for the precise statement. A drawback of this example is that the initial datumū changes sign. This is not completely satisfactory in view of the applications, where the unknown typically represents a density.
• In § 5.2 we exhibit a counter-example with a nonnegative initial datum where we show that u ε does not converge to u weakly in L p or weakly * in L ∞ . See Lemma 5.2 for the precise statement. A drawback of this example is that we have to use "completely asymmetric" convolution kernels, namely we assume that η(x) = 0 for every x > 0. Note that this is consistent with numerical experiments provided in [2, § 3.2] and [5, § 5] , where "completely asymmetric" kernels are connected with highly oscillatory behaviors of the solution.
• In § 5.3 we exhibit a counter-example involving a nonnegative initial datum and a family of even convolution kernels. In this counter-example we show that for every δ > 0 the family u ε does not converge to u strongly in L 1+δ . See Lemma 5.5 for the precise statement.
As mentioned before, we manage to establish positive results by adding to the first line of (1.3) and (1.5) a second order perturbation. More precisely, we consider the family of Cauchy problems
which depends on two parameters ε > 0 and ν > 0. When ε → 0 + and ν is fixed, the family of Cauchy problems (1.6) formally reduces to
On the other hand, when ν → 0 + and ε is fixed, the family of Cauchy problems formally reduces to (1.3), while (1.7) reduces to (1.5) (see (1.9) below for a scheme). The reason why we consider the viscous approximations (1.6), (1.7) is the following. As mentioned before, Question 1 is motivated by the numerical evidence exhibited in [2] . The numerical tests showing convergence are obtained by using a Lax-Friedrichs type scheme involving some so-called numerical viscosity, as it typical of many numerical schemes for conservation laws (see the book by LeVeque [16] for an extended introduction). Very loosely speaking, the numerical viscosity consists of finite differences terms that mimic a second order operator like the Laplacian. For this reason, the analysis of the viscous approximation (1.6), (1.7) may provide some insight in the understanding of the numerical tests. Our main result involving the singular limit from (1.6) to (1.7) is the following.
Let u εν and u ν be the solutions of (1.6) and (1.7) starting fromū, respectively. Then
Some remarks are here in order. First, the Cauchy problem (1.6) has a unique weak solution, see Theorem 2.1 in § 2 for the precise statement. Second, in the case d = 1, b(u) = u, p = 2,ū ∈ W 1,∞ (R), Theorem 1.1 was established by Calderoni and Pulvirenti [6] . The main novelties of Theorem 1.1 with respect to the analysis in [6] can be summarized as follows:
• We provide a completely different proof. Indeed, in [6] the authors explicitly compute the equations satisfied by the Fourier transformsû εν andû ν and use them to control the L 2 norm of the difference. The proof explicitly uses the fact that b(u) = u and the regularity of the initial datum.
• On the other hand, our argument is based on a-priori estimates obtained by extensively using energy estimates and the Duhamel representation formula. We first establish Theorem 3.1 in the case when the initial datumū is regular. Next, we introduce a careful perturbation argument and we establish the proof in the general case. Our argument is fairly robust, it applies to general velocity fields b, to equations in several space dimensions, and to rough initial data, and provides more quantitative estimates, see Remark 1.3 below. As a further remark, we explicitly point out that Theorem 1.1 requires neither symmetry conditions on the convolution kernels η ε nor sign conditions on the initial datumū.
Finally, we discuss the vanishing viscosity limit from (1.6) to (1.3). Our result is the following. 
Note that in the statement of Proposition 1.2 the parameter ε > 0 is fixed and hence the weak * convergence suffices to pass to the limit in the equation, owing to the regularizing effect of the convolution. Also, note that at the local level the vanishing viscosity limit from (1.7) to (1.5) is established in the work by Kružkov [15] .
The take-home message obtained by combining the counter-examples, Theorem 1.1, Kružkov's Theorem and Proposition 1.2 can be therefore represented as follows:
(1.9)
To conclude, we make a remark concerning the "diagonal" convergence, which can be tracked explicitly in the case of regular initial data. Remark 1.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, let u εν satisfy (1.6), let u be the Kružkov entropy admissible solution of (1.5), and fix p satisfying (1.8). Combining Kružkov's Theorem with Theorem 1.1 and by a diagonal argument we infer that there is a sequence (ε n , ν n ) such that ε n → 0 + ,
, as n → +∞. In the case when the initial datum is sufficiently regular, namely u ∈ W 1,p (R d ), we explicitly determine a coupling ε ≤ e −Cν −β (for constants C > 0 and β > 0 specified later) under which the above diagonal convergence holds true (see Theorem 3.1 below).
Paper outline. The paper is organized as follows. In § 2 we establish well-posedness of the Cauchy problem (1.6), we slightly extend known well-posedness results for (1.3) and we establish Proposition 1.2. In § 3 we establish Theorem 1.1 under the additional assumption that the initial datumū is regular. In § 4 we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 and in § 5 we discuss the counter-examples to the nonlocal to local limit from (1.3) to (1.5).
Notation. For the readers' convenience, we recall here the main notation used in the present paper.
We denote by C(a 1 , . . . , a N ) a constant only depending on the quantities a 1 , . . . , a N . Its precise value can vary from occurrence to occurrence.
General mathematical symbols.
• f * g: the convolution of the functions f and g, computed with respect to the variable x only.
• div f : the divergence of the vector field f , computed with respect to the x variable only.
• 1 E : the characteristic function of the measurable set E.
• |E|: the Lebesgue measure of the measurable set E.
Symbols introduced in the present paper.
• b: the vector field satisfying (1.10).
• L: the Lipschitz constant in (1.10).
• η, η ε : the convolution kernel in (1.2) and (1.4).
• u: the entropy solution of the conservation law (1.5).
• u ε : the solution of the nonlocal nonviscous problem (1.3).
• u ν : the solution of the local viscous problem (1.7).
• u εν : the solution of the nonlocal nonviscous problem (1.6).
• G, G ν : the heat kernel in (3.3) and (3.5).
• S εν t , S ν t : the semigroups defined in (4.1). Remark 1.4. Consider the Lipschitz continuous function b : R → R d in (1.3), (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7). We can assume, with no loss of generality, that b(0) = 0. Indeed, assume that this is not the case and that b(0) = ξ = 0. Assume furthermore that the function u εν satisfies (1.6), then we can set
and obtain thatũ εν satisfies
For this reason in the following we assume that b satisfies
, hence to establish the thesis it suffices to prove that, for every
A similar remark applies to Proposition 1.2 and to the other positive results, which are all local in time. To simplify the notation, in the following we take T = 1.
Preliminary results: well-posedness of the viscous and nonviscous Cauchy problem with nonlocal fluxes
This section is organized as follows: in § 2.1 we establish well-posedness of the nonlocal viscous Cauchy problem (1.6) by relying on a fixed point argument. In § 2.2 we establish a uniqueness result for the nonlocal conservation law (1.3) that slightly extends previous results in [2, 8, 10] . Finally, in § 2.3 we establish the proof of the nonlocal vanishing viscosity result stated in Proposition 1.2.
2.1. Well-posedness of the viscous Cauchy problem with a nonlocal flux. We establish the following well-posedness result. 
Remark 2.2. The function u εν is in principle only defined for a.e. (t, x). However, the regularity (2.2) implies that, up to changing u εν in a set of measure 0 in
In the following, we always consider this L 2 -continuous representative; in this way the function u εν is well-defined for every t and the estimates (2.1) hold for every t.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. To simplify the notation, let ε = 1, ν = 1 and consider the Cauchy problem
The proof straightforwardly extends to the general case and relies on a classical fixed point argument that we sketch below.
Step 1: we introduce the functional setting. We fix a constant 0 < τ < 1, to be determined in the following, and we define the set X by setting
We fix a function ζ ∈ X and we consider the Cauchy problem (2.5)
Since ζ is now fixed, the equation at the first line of the above system is a standard linear parabolic equation with smooth coefficients. By using classical methods for evolution equations (see for instance [14, § 7] ) one can show that (2.5) has a unique solution satisfying
which implies that (up to re-defining z on a negligible set of times)
In the following, we always identify z and its L 2 -continuous representative, in such a way that z(t, ·) is welldefined for every t > 0. We define the map T by setting T (ζ) = z, where z is the solution of (2.5).
Step 2: we show that the map T defined as in Step 1 attains values in X. We fix a regular function β : R → R and by multiplying the equation at the first line of (2.5) times β ′ (z) we get
We point out that by (1.10) and (2.4)
By space-time integrating (2.6) we get
By applying (2.7) with β(z) = z 2 and using the Grönwall Lemma we get that for every t ∈ [0, τ ]
Also, by using (2.7) and choosing a suitable approximation of β(z) = |z|, we get
This implies that the solution of (2.5), i.e. T (ζ), belongs to the set X defined as in (2.4).
Step 3: we show that the map T defined as in Step 1 is a contraction provided that τ is sufficiently small. We fix ζ 1 , ζ 2 ∈ X and we term z 1 = T (ζ 1 ) and z 2 = T (z 2 ). First, we point out that owing to the Young Inequality
for every t ∈ [0, τ ]. By subtracting the equation for z 2 from the equation for z 1 we get
By arguing as in
Step 2 and recalling that z 2 ≡ z 1 at t = 0, we arrive at
Next, we point out that
To control the first term in the right hand side of the above expression we combine (2.8) and (2.10). By plugging the above inequality into (2.11) we then arrive at
and owing to the Grönwall Lemma and recalling that z 1 = T (ζ 1 ), z 2 = T (ζ 2 ) this implies that T is a contraction provided that τ is sufficiently small. To establish existence and uniqueness on the interval [0, 1] we iterate the above argument a finite number of times.
Step 4: we establish the L ∞ estimate. We recall (2.5), we set
and we point out that the solution z of the Cauchy problem (2.5) satisfies
The proof of the above estimate is standard, and can be found for instance in [9, Lemma 3.4] . By construction, the solution of (2.3) satisfies (2.5) provided that ζ = z. If this is the case, by (2.9)
and owing to (2.12) this establishes the L ∞ estimate in (2.1).
Well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for a continuity equation with nonlocal flux.
In this section we establish an existence and uniqueness result that slightly extends the well-posedness result in [2] (see also [8] 
Also, the solution is unique in the class of locally bounded, distributional solutions.
In the following we identify u ε and its L 1 strongly continuous representative. The existence part of Propostion 2.3 is a consequence of the analysis in [2, § 2] (see also [8, 10] ). The relatively new part is the uniqueness: indeed, in [2] uniqueness is established in a more restrictive class. More precisely, in [8] it is shown that there is a unique solution u, in the sense of Kružkov [15] , of the conservation law (2.13)
provided that the function g ε is given by
On the other hand, Proposition 2.3 states the uniqueness of locally bounded distributional solutions.
Proof of Proposition 2.3, uniqueness.
Let u ε be a distributional solution of (1.3). Then u ε is a distributional solution of (2.13). Next, we observe that the first line of (2.13) is a continuity equation with a regular in space coefficient g ε . Every locally bounded distributional solution of (2.13) is therefore renormalized, meaning that for every β ∈ C 1 (R) we have that β(u) is a distributional solution of (2.14)
This is for instance an application (in a very easy case) of the DiPerna-Lions-Ambrosio theory, see [1, 13] . Equation (2.14) implies that, up to redefining u ε in a negligible set, u ε ∈ C 0 ([0, +∞[; L 1 ): this can be proved by arguing as in the proof of Corollary 3.14 in [12] . By (2.14), u ε is a solution, in the sense of Kružkov, of the conservation law (2.13). Since by the analysis in [8, § 2] distributional solutions of (1.3) that are also Kružkov solutions of (2.13) are unique, this concludes the proof of Proposition 2.3.
2.3.
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Let ε > 0. We consider u εν satisfying (1.6) and we recall the L ∞ estimate in (2.1). We fix a sequence ν n and a function
We claim that u ε is a distributional solution of (1.3). To take the limit in the distributional formulation of (1.6) and prove this claim, it is enough to show that
If the claim is true, since bounded, distributional solutions of (1.3) are unique by Proposition 2.3, the whole family
To show (2.16) we point out first that by (2.1) for every t ∈ [0, 1]
The time derivative of u εν * η ε is obtained by convolving every term in (1.6) with η ε , that is
By using (1.10), (1.4) and (2.1) we conclude that (2.18)
Finally, we combine (2.17) and (2.18) and we apply the Ascoli-Arzelà Theorem: there is a continuous function w such that, up to subsequences (that we do not re-label) u ενn * η ε → w uniformly on compact
and by (2.15), we havê
By the arbitrariness of φ we deduce that w = u ε * η ε a.e. in [0, 1] × R d and hence we prove (2.16).
Convergence of the nonlocal viscous approximation for regular data
In this section we establish the nonlocal to local limit asserted in Theorem 1.1 assuming more restrictive conditions on the initial data. This intermediate result is pivotal to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Assume that b satisfies (1.10) and η ε satisfies (1.2) and (1.4).
Let u εν and u ν be the solutions of the Cauchy problems (1.6) and (1.7), respectively. Then there exists C :
This, in particular, implies that
Note that, to simplify the notation, we do not explicitly indicate the dependence of z ε on ν. Next, we compute the equation satisfied by z ε and we perform careful a-priori estimates by extensively using the Duhamel representation formula. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is organized as follows: in § 3.1 we review some basic results concerning viscous conservation laws. In § 3.2 we provide the proof of Theorem 3.1 by establishing precise a-priori estimates on the growth rate of the function z ε in (3.2).
3.1. Preliminary results. In § 3.1.1 we recall some basic results about heat kernels, in § 3.1.2 we go over some a-priori estimates on solutions of viscous conservation laws that we need in the following.
3.1.1. Heat kernels. We recall some basic properties of the heat kernel
, by using spherical coordinates and by making the change of variables ρ ′ = ρ/2t 1/2 we get
For later use we have set
in the formula above. Given ν > 0, we introduce the kernel
which is the fundamental solution of the equation ∂ t u = ν∆u and satisfies
A priori estimates on solutions of a viscous conservation law.
The following lemma collects some classical a-priori estimates we need in the following.
The solution of the Cauchy problem (1.7) satisfies:
Let u ν and w ν be the two solutions corresponding to the dataū andw, respectively. Then we have the following stability estimate: for every p ∈ [1, +∞],
If we also requireū ∈ W 1,p (R d ), then we have
Remark 3.3. Note that [11, Lemma 6.3.3] implies that the function u ν (which a priori is only defined for a.e. (t, x)) has a representative such that the function t → u(t, ·) is continuous from [0, 1] to L 1 endowed with the strong topology. Here and in the following, we always identify u ν and its L 1 -continuous representative.
Proof of Lemma 3.2.
When p = ∞, the estimate (3.7) is a maximum principle, which is a classical result [11, § VI]. The result for p ∈ [1, +∞[ is also classical, but for the sake of completeness we provide a sketch of the proof. We rewrite the equation at the first line of (1.7) in the quasi-linear form
We set β(u) := |u| p and we multiply the above equation by β ′ (u ν ). We arrive at
We fix a function h : R → R d satisfying h ′ = f ′ β ′ and we rewrite the above equation as
Next, we integrate with respect to x and use the convexity of the function β: we get
which implies (3.7). To prove (3.8), we take the difference between the equation (1.7) for u ν and w ν
Multiplying by p(u ν − w ν )|u ν − w ν | p−2 the previous equation and integrating in space we have
Integrating by parts, using assumptions (1.10) on b and (3.7) with p = ∞ we get
for a suitable constant C 0 . By Young inequality we havê
which implies
The Grönwall lemma allows to conclude the validity of (3.8) .
By the characterization of Sobolev functions in terms of finite differences (notice that for p = 1 it would involve functions of bounded variation, but we know a priori that ∇u ν ∈ L 2 for every t ∈ [0, 1]), we have
Applying the stability (3.8) toū andū(· + h) we estimate the right-hand side
. This proves (3.9).
Lemma 3.4. Assume that b satisfies (1.10) and that u ν satisfies (3.9). Assume furthermore that the convolution kernel η ε satisfies (1.2) and (1.4). Then for every p ∈ [1, +∞[ we have
Proof. By Jensen's inequality applied with respect to the probability measure η ε dx and by the finite differences characterization of Sobolev functions, we get
Since η ε is supported where |y| ≤ ε, the last integrand in the right-hand side is estimated by η ε L 1 = 1, which concludes the proof of (3.10).
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, we recall that u εν is the solution of (1.6) and u ν is the solution of (1.7) and we define z ε as in (3.2) . Note that z ε satisfies the equation
where, thanks to (3.2), the term T ε is given by
We now proceed as follows: in § 3.2.1 we establish some a-priori estimates on z ε , which are the key point in the proof, and in § 3.2.2 we conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1.
3.2.1.
A-priori estimates on z ε . We establish a-priori estimates on the solution of the Cauchy problem (3.12) 
the solution of the Cauchy problem (3.12) starting from z 0 satisfies
Proof. Let c 0 be the maximum between the constant in Lemma 3.4 and 1. Set
Owing to Remarks 2.2 and 3.3 and to (2.1) and (3.7), the functions u εν and u ν are continuous from [0, +∞[ to L p . Hence, the function z ε (t, ·) L p is continuous and τ > 0. Moreover, (3.15) implies
We represent the solution of the Cauchy problem (3.12) by the Duhamel Principle as
where G ν denotes the heat kernel (3.5). We apply (3.6) and the Bochner and Young Theorems to get 17) noting that p/2 ≥ 1 owing to (1.8), and setting q := p/(p − 1). Only in the rest of this proof we denote by C any constant that only depends on d, p, L, ū L ∞ , ū W 1,p . For every s ∈ [0, τ ], by (3.11), the Hölder inequality and (1.10) we have
(all functions at the right hand side are evaluated at time s). By the Young inequality we have z ε * η ε L p ≤ z ε L p , and applying also (3.10) we get
We recall that s ≤ τ and so (3.14) holds. Also, we recall (3.4) and (3.6) and we point out that α = −(d + p)/(2p) ∈ (−1, 0) by (1.8). Using this and (3.18), we go back to (3.17) to get
where in the last inequality we used (3.13) to show that 2[ z 0 L p +e c 0 ν −1 ε]+1 ≤ 2. By comparing (3.19) with (3.16) we arrive at
This gives a lower bound on τ and concludes the proof of the Lemma by choosing τ 0 = (6C)
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Let 0 < ν < 1/4, and let τ 0 and c 0 be as in the statement of Lemma 3.5. Let m := int (τ 0 ν β ) −1 + 1, where int(·) denotes the integer part, and let ε ≤ e −2c 0 ν −1 4 −m−1 . This is implied for instance by
We show by induction that for every i = 1, ..., m
Indeed, by (1.6), (1.7) and (3.2) we have z ε (0, x) ≡ 0; we apply estimate (3.14) on [0, τ 0 ν β ] to get (3.20) with i = 1. If the statement holds true for i, we have that z ε (iτ 0 ν β , ·) L p ≤ e c 0 ν −1 ε4 i ≤ e −c 0 ν −1 /4; to get the statement for i + 1, we apply estimate (3.14) with z 0 := z ε (iτ 0 ν β , ·), obtaining
This establishes (3.1) and concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
We first explain the basic ideas of the proof. We need some notation: we term
the semigroup of solutions of the equations at the first line of (1.6) and (1.7), respectively. In other words, u εν (t, ·) = S εν tū and u ν (t, ·) = S ν tū . Next, we fix d ∈ L 1 ∩ L ∞ and a regularity parameter 0 < λ < 1 and we decompose d as
In the previous expression ρ λ is a given standard family of convolution kernels, obtained by setting ρ λ (x) := λ −d ρ (x/λ) for a standard (i.e., smooth, positive, radial, compactly supported, and with unit integral) convolution kernel ρ, with ρ
Note that d r is regular, and hence we can apply Theorem 3.1 to show that S εν t d r converges to S ν t d r , with a convergence rate that deteriorates when λ → 0 + . Also, we can choose the regularizing parameter λ in such a way that d s = d − d r is small. The basic point in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is then establishing a uniform control on the growth of S εν t d − S εν t d r L p . This is done in § 4.1 below. Next, in § 4.2 we establish some stability estimates and in § 4.3 we conclude the proof by using an iteration argument.
Perturbations estimates.
We begin by establishing some perturbation estimates. We introduce σ by setting
and let d r and d s be as in (4.2). Assume that
Note that, if σ < 1, we have
We now provide a lower bound on σ. By using the Duhamel representation formula we get
We fix q := p/(p − 1) and α > −1 given by (3.4). Applying the Bochner and Young Theorems we get
Next, by the Hölder inequality, (1.10), (4.5) and the Young inequality to get
and hence (4.
We combine (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.10) and we get that
The above chain of inequalities implies that 1 ≤ C(d, L, p, ν)σ α+1 D + 2 and this provides a lower bound on σ that only depends on d, p, L, ν and D.
Stability estimates.
We now establish a conditional stability estimate.
∩ L ∞ and p satisfying (1.8) and assume there are constants F > 0 and T > 0 such that
Proof. We use the Duhamel Representation Formula and get
which owing to the Bochner and Young Theorems implies
provided q := p/(p − 1). By the Hölder inequality we get
(4.13)
We now introduce the value ̟ by setting
Also, by combining (4.12), (3.6) and (4.13) we get that By comparing (4.15) with (4.14) we get
and this provides a lower bound on ̟.
We conclude this paragraph by establishing a uniform a-priori estimate on the growth of d. 
Then there is a constant
We use the Bochner and Young Theorems and we get
provided q := p/(p − 1). Next, by Hölder inequality, (1.10), and since s ≤ θ we infer that
We let α > −1 be as in (3.4) . By (3.6) and the above inequalities we infer that
and by comparing the above inequality with (4.16) we establish a lower bound on θ.
4.3.
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We first introduce some notation. First, we fix a parameter 0 < h < 1. We set Step 1: we choose d :=ū and the regularity parameter λ in (4.2) (depending only on on p,ū and h) in such a way that
We establish convergence on the interval [0, ξ]. First we decomposeū as in (4.2) . Note that
Next, we fix t ∈ [0, ξ] and we introduce the following decomposition:
By applying Theorem 3.1 we arrive at
). Finally, to control the term T 3 we apply (3.8) and we get
By combining (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) with (4.17) we eventually get that
Step 2: we establish convergence on the interval [ξ, 2ξ]. First, we fix t ∈ [0, ξ] and we introduce the following decomposition:
(4.22)
To control the term S 1 we apply Lemma 4.2. First, we set
and we recall that F = 4 ū L p . Now we want to show that (4.11) holds true: we do this by applying Lemma 4.3. First, we check that
We recall that Q = 2 ū L p and we point out that, owing to (3.7), we have
By applying Lemma 4.3, we get (4.23). Next, by (4.21) and (3.7) we point out that
provided that h is sufficiently small. By applying Lemma 4.3, we get S εν t d 1 L p ≤ F and by recalling (4.23) we conclude that (4.11) is satisfied. By applying Lemma 4.2 we conclude that
We now control S 2 , the second term in (4.22). We set d := S ν ξū and we point out that
owing to (3.7). By applying the same argument as in Step 1 we conclude that
. By recalling (4.22), this establishes the convergence on the interval [ξ, 2ξ].
Step 3: by iterating the argument at Step 2 a finite number of times we can prove that
This establishes the strong L p convergence and concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Counter-examples
In this section we focus on the family of Cauchy problems in one space dimension
which is exactly (1.3) in the case when d = 1 and b(u) = u. When ε → 0 + , the Cauchy problem in (5.1) formally reduces to the Cauchy problem for the Burgers' equation
In this section we provide three explicit counter-examples showing that, in general, u ε does not converge to the entropy admissible solution u.
5.1.
A counter-example with sign-changing data and symmetric kernels. We begin by stating and proving our first counter-example.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that η ε satisfies (1.2) and (1.4) and that η is an even function, namely η(x) = η(−x) for every x. Assume furthermore that the initial datumū ∈ BV (R) is an odd function, namelȳ u(x) = −ū(−x) for a.e. x, and such that
Let u ε be the solution of (5.1) and u be the entropy admissible solution of (5.2). Then
In particular, the family {u ε } ε>0 does not converge to u, not even in the weak topology of L p , p ≥ 1, in the weak * topology of L ∞ , or up to subsequences.
The precise meaning of the last statement is the following: for every p ≥ 1 and T > 0 the statement "there is a sequence ε k such that ε k → 0 + and
is also false. The basic idea underpinning Lemma 5.1 is, very loosely speaking, the following: one can show that for t small enough, the entropy admissible solution of the Cauchy problem (5.2), (5.3) has a steady shock at x = 0 between the values 1 (on the left) and −1 (on the right). By using the formal computation
we infer the first inequality in (5.4). On the other hand, we can show that the solution u ε of (5.1), (5.3) is odd. Since the function η ε is even, this implies that u ε * η ε = 0 at x = 0 and hence that
which in turn implies the equality in (5.4). By (5.4) and doing some more work one can eventually rule out weak convergence. We now give the rigorous proof of Lemma 5.1.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We proceed according to the following steps.
Step 1: we investigate the structure of the entropy solution u. First, we collect some properties of u:
d) A 0-speed shock is created at t = 0 at the origin x = 0. Owing to the finite propagation speed, this shock will survive for some time. More precisely, we have
e) Owing to the finite propagation speed and to the fact thatū = 0 if |x| > 2, we have u(t, x) = 0 for a.e. |x| ≥ 3 and for every t ∈ [0, 1/4]. We now want to show that (5.6)ˆ0
We can formally obtain (5.6) by pointing out that
and by integrating with respect to time. We now sketch a rigorous argument to justify (5.6). First, we point out that u is a distributional solution of (5.2), which amounts to say that
. We now introduce the sequence of functions {χ n } ⊆ C ∞ c (R) such that
As a matter of fact, χ n is an approximation of the characteristic function of [−4, 0]. We fix an arbitrary θ ∈ C ∞ c (]0, 1/4[), we plug ϕ n (t, x) := χ n (x)θ(t) as a test function in (5.7) and we point out that
Next, we let n → +∞ in the other term in (5.7) and we eventually arrive at
Owing to the arbitrariness of θ, this implies that the continuous function u(t, x)dx has distributional derivative equal to −1. This implies that the above function is actually absolutely continuous and, owing to the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, we get (5.6). Since we will need it in the following, we also point that, since the map in (5.9) is continuous, then (5.6) implies that there is h > 0 such that
In other words, if we define E by setting
and we denote by 1 E the characteristic function of E, then
Step 2: we show that the distributional solution u ε of (5.1) is odd, namely that, for a.e. (t, x) ∈ R + ×R, u(t, x) = −u(t, −x). We set v ε (t, x) := −u ε (t, −x). If we can prove that v ε is also a distributional solution of the Cauchy problem (5.1), then by the uniqueness part of Proposition 2.3 we get that for every t ≥ 0 it holds v ε (t, x) = u ε (t, x) for a.e. x, namely that u ε is an odd function.
To show that v ε is a distributional solution of (5.1), we first observe that by using the fact that η ε is even and making the change of variables z = −y we get
Next, we fix ϕ ∈ C ∞ c (R 2 ), we set φ(t, x) := −ϕ(t, −x) and we obtain
To establish the last equality we have used the fact that u ε is a distributional solution of (5.1). The above chain of equalities states that v ε is a distributional solution of (5.1) and hence concludes Step 2.
Step 3: we show that (5.13) u ε (t, x) = 0, for a.e. |x| ≥ 2 and every t ≥ 0 and ε > 0.
We note that u ε is a distributional solution of the Cauchy problem (5.14)
provided that the vector field g ε is defined as g ε (t, x) := u ε * η ε . Since the vector field g ε is smooth, then we can apply the method of characteristics. We term X(t, x) the characteristic curve solving the Cauchy problem (5.15)
Recall that u ε is an odd function by Step 2. Since η ε is an even function by assumption, by arguing as in the chain of equalities (5.12) we obtain that u ε * η ε is an odd function. Since it is also smooth, we eventually conclude that (5.16) g ε (t, 0) = u ε * η ε (t, 0) = 0, for every t ≥ 0.
This means that X(t, 0) ≡ 0 and, since (5.15) has a unique solution, implies that the characteristic curves cannot cross the t axis. Sinceū(x) ≥ 0 if x ≤ 0 andū(x) ≤ 0 if x ≥ 0, this in turn implies that (5.17) for every t ≥ 0, u ε (t, x) ≥ 0 for a.e. x < 0 and u ε (t, x) ≤ 0 for a.e. x > 0.
This implies that, if x ≤ −2, then x + ε ≤ 0 and hence
If x 1 < x 2 , then X(t, x 1 ) < X(t, x 2 ) for every t ≥ 0 (to see this, we use again the fact that the solution of (5.15) is unique). By recalling (5.18), this implies that x ≥ −2 =⇒ X(t, x) ≥ −2 for every t ≥ 0 and hence that for every t ≥ 0, X(t, x) < −2 =⇒ x < −2.
Sinceū(x) = 0 for a.e. x ≤ 2, this eventually implies that u ε (t, x) = 0 for every x ≤ −2. Since the function u ε is odd, this establishes (5.13).
Step 4: we conclude the proof. Recall that the set E is defined as in (5.10) for a suitable h and assume that we have shown that
dx.
Since the function 1 E ∈ L p (R + ×R), for every p ∈ [1, +∞], then by comparing (5.19) and (5.11) we rule out the possibility that u ε converges weakly or weakly * to u. We are thus left with establishing (5.19).
To this end, we first use the formal computation (5.20
This implies that
namely (5.19). To provide a rigorous justification of (5.20) one can argue as in Step 1. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
5.2.
A counter-example with positive data and asymmetric kernels. This paragraph aims at establishing the following lemma, which rules out also the possibility that u ε k weakly converges to a distributional, not necessarily entropy admissible, solution of (5.2).
Lemma 5.2. Assume that η ε satisfies (1.2) and (1.4) and moreover that
Letū be given by The basic idea underpinning Lemma 5.2 is, very loosely speaking, the following. Owing to (5.21), the convolution u ε * η ε evaluated at the point x only depends on the values of u ε on the right hand side of x. Owing to the particular structure of the initial datumū this implies that u ε * η ε (0, 0) = 0 and hence that the characteristic line of the velocity field u ε * η ε starting at x = 0 has zero initial speed. Then, one can show that the speed is identically zero: this implies that the characteristic lines coming from the half line x < 0 cannot cross the axis x = 0, and hence that no mass can enter the half line x > 0. In conclusion, u ε (t, x) = 0 for a.e. x > 0. Notice that this last equality could be shown also by noticing that the approximating sequence in the construction of u ε in [10, § 5] enjoys the same property.
On the other hand, the entropy admissible solution of (5.2), (5.22) is explicit and not identically 0 for x > 0. With some more work, one can show that any distributional solution of (5.2), (5.22) is not identically 0 for x > 0. This allows to rule out weak convergence to a distributional solution. We now make the previous argument rigorous. Lemma 5.3 . Assume that η and η ε satisfy (1.2), (1.4) and (5.21) and letū be as in (5.22) . Then (5.23) for every t ≥ 0, u ε (t, x) = 0 for a.e. x < −1 and a.e. x > 0.
Proof. We argue according to the following steps.
Step 1: we show that u ε (t, x) = 0 for a.e. x < −1. We use the method of characteristics: note that u ε is a distributional solution of the continuity equation (5.14) provided the vector field g ε is given by g ε := u ε * η ε . Sinceū ≥ 0, then g ε (t, x) ≥ 0 for every (t, x). This implies that, for every t ≥ 0 and every x < −1, the characteristic line Y t (s, x) solving the (backward) Cauchy problem
satisfies Y t (0, x) < −1 and henceū(Y t (0, x)) = 0. Since the value 0 is propagated along the characteristic lines of the continuity equation, then u ε (t, x) = 0.
Step 2: we regard again u ε as the solution of the continuity equation (5.14) and we term X the characteristic line solving the (forward) Cauchy problem (5.15). We claim that
Indeed, by the spatial smoothness of the vector field u ε * η ε , the characteristic lines "cannot cross" the curve X(t, 0); in particular for any t > 0 and x > X(t, 0) we have Y t (0, x) > 0. Hence (5.25) u ε (t, x) = 0 for any t > 0, x ≥ X(t, 0).
Since η ε satisfies (1.2) and (1.4), for any x ∈ R the quantity u ε * η ε (x) is an average, weighted with η ε , of the values of u ε (t, ·) on the right of x. From (5.25), we deduce that
From (5.26) applied to x = X(t, 0) and (5.15) with x = 0, we deduce that X(t, 0) = 0 for any t > 0; applying again (5.26) with this further information, we deduce (5.24).
Since the value 0 is propagated along the characteristic lines of the continuity equation, which in turn are constant for any x ≥ 0 thanks to (5.24), we have shown that u ε (t, x) = 0 for any x ≥ 0, concluding the proof of (5.23).
Proof of Lemma 5.2(1) . First, we point out that, ifū is given by (5.22), then the entropy admissible solution of the Cauchy problem (5.2) is
Assume by contradiction there is a sequence {ε k } such that u ε k weakly converges to u. We use as a test function the characteristic function of the set E :
then we find a contradiction.
The proof of Lemma 5.2(2) is based on the following result, which could be generalized to Young measure solutions of the Cauchy problem (5.2) (we refer to [11] for an extended discussion on Young measures and their applications to nonlinear conservation laws). We perform some formal computations, which can be made rigorous by arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5.1: by (5.2), the Jensen inequality, and the previous equality, we have
Integrating in time, we get (5.28).
5.3.
A counter-example with positive data and symmetric kernels. We now establish the following result.
Lemma 5.5. Assume that η and η ε are as in (1.10) and (1.4), respectively, and that η is an even function. Let u denote the entropy admissible solution of (5.2), (5.22 ) and u ε the solution of (5.1), (5.22) . Then for every δ > 0, the family u ε does not converge to u strongly in L 1+δ , not even up to subsequences. More precisely,
Note that (5.29) rules out the possibility that u ε converges to u in L 1+δ ([0, 1] × R): indeed, if this were true then, up to subsequences, u ε (t, ·) → u(t, ·) in L 1+δ for a.e. t, and this is ruled out by (5.29).
The basic idea underpinning Lemma 5.5 is the following. We introduce the entropy function
where by a slight abuse of notation we have continuously extended the function u ln u with value 0 for u = 0. By using the formal computation (5.35), one gets that d dt E (u ε ) = 0 if u ε is a nonnegative solution of (5.1). On the other hand, the function u ln u is convex and hence E (u) is non increasing for nonnegative entropy admissible solutions of (5.2). In particular, if the initial datum is as in (5.22) , then E (u) is strictly decreasing. After some more work this allows us to rule out the strong convergence of u ε to u.
The precise argument requires some preliminary results. Proof. Let Ω ⊂ R be a compact set s.t. v = 0 a.e. in R \ Ω. Up to a (not relabelled) subsequence, we can assume that the lim sup in the right-hand side in (5.30) is a limit. Since v k → v in L 1+δ , up to a further subsequence, we can assume that v k converges pointwise to v a.e. in R and that there exists a function h ∈ L 1+δ (R) such that h ≥ |v k | a.e. for any k ∈ N. We observe that (5.31) |w ln w| ≤ C(δ) 1 {w<1} + 1 {w≥1} |w| 1+δ ), for every w ≥ 0.
Since the function s → s ln s is negative for s < 1, by (5.31), and since v k → v in L 1+δ (R \ Ω) we have lim sup
Since the functions v k ln v k converge pointwise to v ln v as k → ∞ and the convergence is dominated by C(δ)(1 + |h| 1+δ ) ∈ L 1 (Ω), we havê Then for every t ≥ 0 the distributional solution satisfies the following properties: u ε (t, ·) ≥ 0 and (5.32)ˆR u ε ln u ε (t, ·) dx =ˆRū lnū dx.
Proof. First, we point out that one can check by direct computation that, for every a, b ∈ L 2 (R), c ∈ C ∞ c (R), we have (5.33)ˆR a(b * c)dx =ˆR(a * č)b dx, whereč(x) = c(−x). We apply the above formula with a = b = u ε (t, ·) and c = η ′ ε . Since η ε is an even function, then the derivative η ′ ε is an odd function and henceη ′ ε = −η ′ ε . We then obtain R u ε ∂ x u ε * η ε (t, ·)dx =ˆR u ε (u ε * η ′ ε )(t, ·)dx = −ˆR(u ε * η ′ ε )u ε (t, ·)dx = −ˆR u ε ∂ x u ε * η ε (t, ·)dx, which implies that (5.34)ˆR u ε ∂ x u ε * η ε (t, ·)dx = 0.
We can then establish (5.32) by using the following (formal) computation:
d dtˆR u ε ln u ε (t, ·)dx =ˆR(1 + ln u ε )∂ t u ε (t, ·)dx = −ˆR(1 + ln u ε )∂ x u ε (u ε * η ε ) (t, ·)dx =ˆR ∂ x u ε 1 u ε u ε (u ε * η ε )(t, ·)dx =ˆR ∂ x u ε (u ε * η ε )(t, ·)dx = −ˆR u ε ∂ x u ε * η ε (t, ·)dx To make the above argument rigorous, we recall that u ε is the solution of the Cauchy problem (5.14), where the velocity field g ε = u ε * η ε is smooth. By the renormalization property, for every β ∈ C 1 we have (2.14) . This implies that (5.36)ˆR β(u ε (t, ·))dx =ˆR β(ū)dx −ˆt 0ˆR ∂ x u ε * η ε u ε β ′ (u ε ) − β(u ε ) dxds.
We construct a sequence of functions β n : R + → R by setting This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 5.5 . Ifū is given by (5.22), then the entropy admissible solution u can be explicitly computed and is given by (5.27). Note thatū only attains the values 0 and 1, whereas if t ∈ (0, 1] then u attains values between 0 and 1. Therefore (5.37)ˆR u(t, x) ln u(t, x) dx < 0 =ˆRū lnū dx for any t ∈ (0, 1].
Owing to Lemma 5.7, for every ε > 0 and t ≥ 0 we have (5.38)ˆR u ε (t, x) ln u ε (t, x) dx = 0.
Assume by contradiction that there is a sequence ε k → 0 + and a time t > 0 such that u ε k (t, ·) → u(t, ·) strongly in L 1+δ (R). We apply Lemma 5.6 with v k := u ε k (t, ·), v := u(t, ·). By combining (5.38) and (5.30) we getˆR u(t, x) ln u(t, x) dx ≥ 0, which contradicts the second inequality in (5.37). This concludes the proof of the lemma.
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